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Inflation and Hourly Wage Growth
Wage growth is an important leading metric of
consumer behavior, as higher wages increase
disposable income, which in turn drives more
spending. The chart depicts nominal hourly wage
growth and the inflation rate (represented by the
consumer price index) since 2010. Both metrics are on
a year-over-year basis, and averaged for 3 months in
order to smooth out the monthly seasonality.
What really stands out is that nominal hourly wages
have been growing at a steady 2% rate for many years
now, and they have recently accelerated just slightly to
about 2.2%. What contributed to a huge increase in
the real wage growth (not shown on the chart),
however, was the collapse of the inflation rate that
began in the second half of 2014, driven by lower oil
and gasoline prices.
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Four Retirement-Portfolio Withdrawal
Mistakes to Avoid
Some errors in retirement-portfolio planning fall into
the category of minor infractions rather than major
missteps. Did you downplay foreign stocks versus
standard asset-allocation advice? It's probably not
going to have a big impact on whether your money
lasts throughout your retirement years.
But withdrawal rate errors can have more serious
repercussions for retirement-portfolios. If you take too
much out of your portfolio at the outset of retirement,
and that coincides with a difficult market environment
--you can deal your portfolio a blow from which it
may never recover. Other retirees may take far less
than they actually could, all in the name of safety. The
risk is that they didn't fully enjoy enough of their
money during their lifetimes.
Mistake 1: Not Adjusting With Your Portfolio's Value
and Market Conditions. Even though the popular "4%
rule" assumes a static annual-dollar-withdrawal
amount, adjusted for inflation, retirees would be better
off staying flexible with their withdrawals.
What to Do Instead: The simplest way to tether your
withdrawal rate to your portfolio's performance is to
withdraw a fixed percentage, versus a fixed dollar
amount adjusted for inflation, year in and year out.
That's intuitively appealing, but this approach may
lead to more radical swings in spending than is
desirable for many retirees. It's possible to find a more
comfortable middle ground by using a fixed percentage
rate as a baseline but bounding those withdrawals with
a "ceiling" and "floor."
Mistake 2: Not Adjusting With Your Time Horizon.
Taking a fixed amount from a portfolio also neglects
the fact that, as you age, you can safely take more from
your portfolio than you could when you were younger.
The original "4%" research assumed a 30-year time
horizon, but retirees with shorter time horizons (life
expectancies) of 10 to 15 years can reasonably take
higher amounts.
What to Do Instead: To help factor in the role of life
expectancy retirees can use the IRS' tables for required
minimum distributions as a starting point to inform
their withdrawal rates. That said, those distribution
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rates may be too high for people who believe their life
expectancy will be longer than average.
Mistake 3: Not Adjusting Based on Your Portfolio
Mix. Many retirees take withdrawal-rate guidance,
such as the 4% guideline, and run with it, without
stopping to assess whether their situations fit with the
profile underpinning that guidance. The 4% guideline
assumed a retiree had a balanced stock/bond portfolio.
But retirees with more-conservative portfolios should
use a more-conservative (lower) figure, whereas those
with more-aggressive asset allocations might
reasonably take a higher amount.
What to Do Instead: Be sure to customize your
withdrawal rate based on your own factors, including
your portfolio mix.
Mistake 4: Not Factoring In the Role of Taxes. The
money you've saved in tax-deferred retirement-savings
vehicles might look comfortingly plump. However, it's
important to factor in taxes when determining your
take-home withdrawals from those accounts. A 4%
withdrawal from an $800,000 portfolio is $32,000, but
that amount shrivels to just $24,000, assuming a 25%
tax hit.
What to Do Instead: It pays to be conservative in your
planning assumptions. To be safe it's valuable to
assume a higher tax rate than you might actually end
up paying.
Disclosure: This is for informational purposes only
and should not be considered tax or financial planning
advice. Please consult with a financial or tax
professional for advice specific to your situation.
This article contributed by Christine Benz, Director of
Personal Finance with Morningstar.
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Housing Construction in Good Shape
The chart depicts the state of the housing construction
industry, suggesting that there is still plenty of room to
grow in this slow, but steady recovery we’ve seen so
far. The latest starts and permits data from the Census
Bureau, however, shows a slightly exaggerated picture,
as it is the multi-family category that’s been making
overall housing construction look better than it is in
reality. Both starts and permits picked up in June, as
multi-family activity rose sharply amid expiring
construction tax incentives for developers in the New
York City area. As a result, the housing construction
revival is probably not as strong as the numbers seem
to currently suggest. Nonetheless, improvements for
single-family construction still look healthy, and
continue to trend up closer to the 10% rate year over
year.

Bonds: Tips to Keep From Getting
Pinched
Encountering stock market losses early in one's
retirement years can deliver a blow to an equity-heavy
portfolio. If you’ve determined that your equity
weighting is extremely aggressive relative to your risk
appetite, reducing risk by altering your portfolio’s asset
allocation may be essential. The need to reduce the
risk of your portfolio doesn’t mean you have to move
money directly from stocks to bonds. As you cut back
on your equity exposure, it may be wise to move
money into cash and/or short-duration bonds
(duration is a measure of interest-rate sensitivity), then
slowly and systematically move it into the bond market
over a period of several months or years. This way, you
may be able to obtain a range of purchase prices for
your new bond holdings.
It’s important to think about what you’re trying to
achieve by transitioning your portfolio to bonds as
retirement draws near. Lower risk and liquidity may be
the answer. One potential way to obtain both is to

take some of the money you would otherwise have
earmarked for bonds and use it to pay down debt, even
low-interest mortgage debt. If having a paid-down
mortgage will reduce your expenses in retirement, you
will be reducing the need to raise cash from your
portfolio to meet in-retirement living expenses.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of
experiencing investment losses. Stocks are not
guaranteed and have been more volatile than other
asset classes. Bonds are subject to credit/default risk,
which is risk associated with the issuer failing to meet
its contractual obligations either through a default or
credit downgrade. Bonds are sensitive to interest rate
changes. In general, the price of a debt security tends
to fall when interest rates rise and rise when interest
rates fall. Securities with longer maturities and
mortgage securities can be more sensitive to interest
rate changes.
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Monthly Market Commentary
Majority of the needle-moving economic indicators
over the past month were roughly in line with
expectations, and the chances of an interest rate
increase at the next Fed meeting remain high.
Nonetheless, the interest rate hike is not a done deal,
and the potential of a bad economic report, such as
low August employment numbers, could delay the
Fed’s move.
Employment: According to the BLS the economy
added 215,000 jobs in July, close to the consensus
estimate of 220,000 jobs. The pace was a bit off of the
249,000-per-month average of the past 12 months,
which Morningstar economists never viewed as
sustainable. Two barn-burner months at the very end
of 2014, especially the 423,000 jobs added in
November, are still having a dramatic impact on the
averages. Also, the revisions to the prior two months
were minimal. After a big drop in June, the
unemployment rate remained steady at 5.3% even as
the labor force increased by more than 100,000 people.
This headline data should be enough to keep the Fed
on pace to raise interest rates in 2015, most likely as
early as September given that the employment market
looks healthy and inflation is moving slowly toward
the Fed target. However, the July data, which is
relatively stable with small seasonal adjustment factors,
was never really our worry in terms of derailing the
Fed. It is the August report, which will be the last
report to come out before the Fed's September
meeting, that remains the last major impediment for a
September rate hike. The August jobs report has been
a very rough one over the past several years. This has
been especially true for the first version of the August
labor report, with subsequent revisions eventually
eliminating some of the shortfalls. One recent report
actually showed a job loss on the first cut and just last
year the originally reported August data was below
100,000 jobs. If this August's job report shows
150,000 or fewer jobs added, the Fed may choose to
delay action at its September meeting. Again, it seems
extremely likely that rates will be increased in 2015,
but the exact meeting date at which it happens is
largely irrelevant to the longer-term outlook for the
economy.
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GDP: Headline GDP growth rate for the second
quarter on a sequential, annualized basis increased a
modest 2.3% versus expectations of an increase of
2.8% and Morningstar economists’ forecast of 3.0%.
The metric also ran below the long-term average of
3.1%. However, the goal posts were moved
substantially, as the first quarter now showed growth
of 0.6% instead of shrinkage of 0.2%, a rather
substantial swing of 0.8%. Adding that 0.8% revision
to the reported growth rate of 2.3% produces 3.1%,
which seems more like an apples-to-apples
comparison. So the second quarter wasn't the
disappointment that some commentators are making it
out to be. In addition, it was a relatively clean quarter
with minuscule and offsetting adjustments for
inventory and net exports. These two categories have
often wreaked havoc on the interpretation of the GDP
reports in many recent quarters. For example, falling
exports and rising imports deducted almost 2% from
the first-quarter GDP report.
China: After moving sharply higher over the past
several years, the Chinese government devalued its
currency by 1.8%, which is just a drop in the proverbial
bucket. If it did one of these each week for the next
five, then we might be more concerned. Nevertheless,
it is recognition that Chinese growth is not nearly as
robust as the government had hoped. And that
weakness is not great news for other emerging-market
trading partners or commodity producers. Meanwhile,
the U.S., which receives just 1% or so of its GDP from
sales to China, stands to benefit from cheap
commodities more than it will be hurt by weak sales to
China. Also, because China has kept such tight
control over foreign investment, financial dislocation
in China will not reverberate around the world
financial markets in the way that U.S. subprime
mortgages did.
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About Contour Financial
This newsletter is the link to a resource that will
answer your most important financial question,
namely:

Contour Financial is a private wealth management
business located in Orland Park, Illinois. We work
primarily with middle income and wealthy clients. As
a fee-only firm, all compensation is disclosed. For
clients seeking investment management by our firm,
assets are held at Charles Schwab Institutional, an
industry leader.

• If employed – When can I retire?
• If not employed – Can I stay retired?
Contour Financial will answer this question, suggest
alternative scenarios, if needed, and implement
investment strategies in order to reach your objectives.
Customized strategies are developed and
implemented. Personalized service is provided to
clients. Investment, retirement, tax, estate, insurance,
cash flow and education planning are all integral parts
to the process.
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